Recent results from studies of charmless B meson decays with the LHCb detector are presented. CP asymmetries in B ± → K ± h + h − decays have been measured and the first observation of CP asymmetry in inclusive three body charmless B meson decays is found in the B ± → K ± K + K − decays. CP asymmetries and dynamics in B ± → pph ± decays have been measured, and we make the first observation of the B + → Λ (1520)p decay. Branching fractions of B 0 (s) → K 0 S h ± h ∓ decays have been studied, including the first observation of the B 0
asymmetry in inclusive three body charmless B meson decays is found in the B ± → K ± K + K − decays. CP asymmetries and dynamics in B ± → pph ± decays have been measured, and we make the first observation of the B + → Λ (1520)p decay. Branching fractions of B 0 (s) → K 0 S h ± h ∓ decays have been studied, including the first observation of the B 0 s → K 0 S K ± π ∓ and B 0 s → K 0 S π + π − decays. No significant evidience for the B 0 s → K 0 S K + K − is observed and so a limit on this branching fraction is measured. Finally, the first preliminary results of the search for the Λ 0 b → Λ η decay are presented. No significant signal is observed for this decay, and an upper limit is placed on the branching fraction.
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Introduction
Charmless B meson decays provide an interesting testing ground for the Standard Model, since they occur primarily through b → s quark transitions, which are forbidden at tree level. Therefore, new physics contributions at loop level can affect the measured properties of such decays. This note presents the results of recent studies of multibody charmless B meson decays using data recorded by the LHCb detector [1] in 2011 and 2012.
CP Violation in
This section summarises the recent analysis of the B ± → K ± K + K − and B ± → K ± π + π − decays using data recorded by the LHCb experiment, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 1.0 fb −1 of pp collision data at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. Full details are described in Ref. [2] . This study is motivated largely by the CP violation observed in two body charmless B meson decays such as B 0 → K ± π ∓ and B 0 s → K ∓ π ± decays [3] . The interference pattern exhibiting CP violating asymmetries involves a priori unknown strong phases. They are thought to be due to rescattering of hadrons in the final state (i.e. KK → ππ), a process known as "compound CP violation" [4] . If this is the case, then the same effect should occur in B ± → K ± K + K − and B ± → K ± π + π − decays, and so these studies provide a good test of this hypothesis. We measure the CP asymmetries,
where Γ is the width of the decay, and f ± is the final state,
By performing an unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the reconstructed B candidates, the raw asymmetry, A raw , is extracted, where A raw = A CP + A ∆ , and where
, is the sum of the asymmetry in the detector efficiency of K ± , A D (K ± ), and the asymmetry in the production of B ± , A P (B ± ). For the B ± → K ± π + π − mode, the raw asymmetry is A raw (K ± π + π − ) = 0.020 ± 0.007, and for the B ± → K ± K + K − mode, the raw asymmetry is A raw (K ± K + K − ) = −0.060 ± 0.007. To extract A CP from these values, A ∆ is measured using a sample of B ± → J/ψ (µ + µ − )K ± decays, which has a similar topology to the signal decays, but has a negligible CP asymmetry which has been measured to be A CP (J/ψ K) = (0.01 ± 0.07)% [5] . Using A ∆ measured from this channel, the CP asymmetry is measured for each decay to be
The significance of the asymmetry for the two decays modes is 2.8 standard deviations (σ ) and 3.7σ respectively, and the latter is the first evidence of CP violation in inclusive three body charmless B meson decays. In order to study the structure of the charge asymmetry in more detail, a Dalitz analysis is performed. Figure 1 shows the asymmetry of B ± events in two-dimensional bins of invariant mass, of m 2 ππ vs m 2 K ± π ∓ for the B ± → K ± π + π − decay, and m 2
area of positive asymmetry is seen at low m 2 π + π − , around the ρ(770) resonance. The CP asymmetry is measured in the region 0.08 < m 2 π + π − < 0.66 GeV 2 /c 4 and m 2 K ± π ∓ < 15 GeV 2 /c 4 , and is found to be A reg
In the B ± → K ± K + K − distribution, a localised region of negative asymmetry can be seen at low m 2 K + K − mass, not connected to any resonance. The CP asymmetry is measured in the region 1.2 < m 2
CP asymmetries and dynamics in B ± → pph ± decays
This section describes the study of the B ± → ppK ± and B ± → ppπ ± decays [6] , which are similar to the decays studied in the previous section. However, in this case, the rescattering of hadrons in the final state (hh → pp) is not expected to play a large role, and hence gives complementary information to that obtained from B ± → K ± K + K − and B ± → K ± π + π − . In addition to the CP asymmetry, the dynamics of each decay is investigated, by studying the differential production spectra as a function of three variables: the invariant mass of the pp pair, m pp ; the invariant mass of the neutral combination of ph − or ph + , m (ph) 0 ; and the angle between this neutral combination in the pp rest frame, cos(θ p ). Figure 2 shows the differential production spectra for the two decays as a function of m pp . Each bin is corrected for the efficiency of that bin, and the charmonium resonances, corresponding to B ± → J/ψ K ± , B ± → η c K ± , and B ± → ψ(2S)K ± for the B ± → ppK ± decay, and B ± → J/ψ π ± for the B ± → ppπ ± decay, are removed. The solid line shows the expected distribution assuming uniform phase space production, and an enhancement is observed at low m pp , corresponding to pp scattering. Figure 3 shows the efficiency-corrected differential production yield as a function of m (pK) 0 for the B ± → ppK ± decay, showing only a small deviation from the phase space expectation in the range m (pK) 0 ∈ [4, 14] GeV 2 /c 4 . No such deviation is seen in the B ± → ppπ ± decay. Figure 4 shows the differential signal yield as a function of cos(θ p ), and this is quantified by measuring the forward-backward asymmetry, A FB , which describes the asymmetry between the number of events with a positive (negative) value of cos(θ p ), N RAW pos(neg)
where f is the ratio of efficiencies for positive and negative cos(θ p ), f = ε pos /ε neg . The asymmetry is measured to be A FB (ppK ± ) = 0.370 ± 0.018 (stat) ± 0.016 (syst) for the B ± → ppK ± decay and A FB (ppπ ± ) = −0.392 ± 0.117 (stat) ± 0.015 (syst) for the B ± → π ± pp decay. For the B ± → ppK ± decay, the CP asymmetry is studied using the same method described in Section 2, and is measured in different regions of ppK invariant mass, m ppK . For the full m pp spectrum, the asymmetry is measured to be A CP (ppK ± ) = −0.022 ± 0.031 (stat) ± 0.007 (syst), while for low masses, m ppK < 2.85 GeV/c 2 , A CP (ppK ± ) = −0.047 ± 0.036 (stat) ± 0.007 (syst). The asymmetry is also measured in two of the charmonium resonance regions, and no significant CP asymmetry is observed in any region, which is consistent with expectations, assuming the compound CP violation model. Whilst studying the invariant mass spectra of this decay, a resonance is observed in the neutral K p mass spectrum, which is found to correspond to the Λ (1520) baryon. This resonance is found to correspond to the B + → Λ (1520)p decay (plus the charge conjugated (cc) state), and Figure 5 
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shows the invariant mass of the K p and the ppK candidates. This is the first observation of this decay, with a significance of 5.1σ . The branching fraction of this decay is measured relative to the B + → J/ψ (pp)K + normalisation channel, and is:
Branching fraction measurements of
This section describes updated measurements of the branching fraction of B 0 → K 0 S h ± h ∓ decays, and the search for the B 0 s → K 0 S h ± h ∓ decays [7] , where h=K, π. The analysis is performed using the 2011 dataset, and a boosted decision tree (BDT) is used to separate signal and background events. The candidates are categorised according to where in the LHCb detector the K 0 S meson decays. If the K 0 S meson decays before the silicon vertex detector, the event is categorised as a Long-Long (LL) event, and if the K 0 S meson decays downstream of the vertex detector, the event is categorised as a Down-Down (DD) event. Since the quality of the track information is different in each case, the selection must be optimised and applied separately to the two categories. As well as this, the BDT is optimised differently for the Cabibbo favoured modes and the Cabibbo suppressed modes. For the favoured modes, i.e. the B 0
BDT selection is applied, and for the suppressed modes, i.e. the B 0
The invariant mass distribution for the final states with the loose BDT selection applied is shown in Figure 6 . The middle plots show the unambiguous first observation of the B 0 Figure 7 shows the results from the tight BDT selection. The left plots show no significant signal for the B 0 s → K 0 S K + K − decay. However, the right plots show the first observation of the B 0 s → K 0 S π + π − decay, and the significance of the signal from these categories combined is then 5.9σ . The branching fraction of each decay is measured relative to the B 0 → K 0 S π + π − decay. The Feldman-Cousins method [8] is used to place a limit on the branching fraction of the B 0 s → K 0 S K + K − decay, and the branching fractions have been measured to be
Search for the
This section describes the first preliminary results of the search for the Λ 0 b → Λ η decay, using the 2012 data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 2.0 fb −1 [9] . This decay has not been observed, but theoretical predictions are in the range B(Λ 0 b → Λ η )≈ (1.8 − 19) × 10 −6 [10] . A BDT is used to select signal candidates, and Figure 8 shows the result of this selection for the LL and DD categories. No significant signal is obtained in either category, and so the Feldman-Cousins 
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